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Ultrafast charged electric buses  
In september of 2009 the Umeå based company Hybricon converted their first Toyota Prius to plug-in 

hybrids, including one on behalf of the municipality parking company in Umeå. That became a 

starting point for a new thinking about electric cars in Umeå. Since then has the municipality 

together with Hybricon worked structured and with a long term goal to develop a functional ultrafast 

charged electric bus to use in urban traffic.  

Already in 2010 the municipality noticed the positive qualities in the electric technology. The city was 

searching for a solution to solve the local pollution and noise problems that comes with a growing 

city. The advantages of city buses that run on electricity are many. First, it is environmentally friendly 

as the fossil fuel combustion is greatly reduced and the emissions of greenhouse gases and other 

particles that are hazardous to both health and the environment decline. It is also more economical, 

with current diesel prices the operating costs are reduced from approximately 50-60 SEK per 10 km 

to about 10 SEK per 10 km. In addition, the buses are soundless which reduces noise levels and 

provides a more comfortable bus ride for passenger’s .In Umeå the electricity that charges the buses 

are locally produced energy from hydroelectric and wind power which decreases the use of fossil 

fuels almost to zero.  

City buses are the most appropriate form of chargeable hybrid technique since the buses run on fixed 

routes. During the breaks at the terminus there are opportunities for rapid charging of the batteries. 

This means that the city bus can run on pure electricity during the entire run. The hybrid technology 

provides additional flexibility and reliability during intense cold when extra heat in the buses is 

needed at the same time as the electricity grid is most loaded. The project demonstrates the ability 

to renew and develop public transport and make the bus more attractive and environmentally 

friendly. 

During the winter of 2011 the first ultra-fast charged electric bus were converted and adapted for 

operation in the Nordic winter climate , The second phase were to test these buses in real drift, so 

during 2012 an electric bus were trafficking the route to and from the Umeå airport. This was the 

perfect test area both to test the bus in real traffic but also for promotion and dissemination.  

Now we are starting up the third face were we are testing a new even more modern electric bus 

technology. It’s an all-electric city bus adapted for the northern cold climate but it can also easy 

adapt to hotter climate. It has the newest batteries and drive system on the market. The first all-

electric bus are planned to be a shuttle bus between the city and the airport. It’s scheduled to be in 

traffic during autumn 2013.  

 


